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Abstract
Digital work has become part of social workers’ daily routines in countries where digitalisation is on the agenda. As a con-
sequence, documentation practices are expanding—on paper as well as digitally—and include reporting detailed statistics
about client interventions, filling in digital forms, and fulfilling local and national performance measurement goals. Stan-
dardised formulas with tick-box answers, fed into databases by the social worker, are examples of this digital endeavour.
One example is the Addiction Severity Index (ASI), a questionnaire for estimating the client´s life situation and needs, used
in addiction care. However, difficulties in making the social workers use the results of the standardised questionnaire in
social work investigations, where a storied form is traditionally preferred, have made social workers reluctant to use them.
To encourage the use of the ASI, a software program was invented to transform the binary data from the questionnaire
into a computerised storyline, imitating the storied form. The aim of this article is to describe the context of the digital
storyline production and to analyse the particular type of “digital client” it creates. Possible consequences are discussed,
such as the absent (or distorted) client voice. It is proposed that documentation systems, in whatever form, should not be
regarded as neutral carriers of information, but must be analysed for how clients are (re)presented and, ultimately, how
social work is consctructed.
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1. Introduction
Digitalisation is changing how human service work is con-
ducted. In Sweden, as well as in many other countries,
a great deal of effort and high expectations is put into
digitising social work. From national authorities, ideals
like efficiency, quality and user participation are buzz
words surrounding the digital endeavour (e.g., SALAR,
2019). Many professions in human service work, for ex-
ample, doctors, nurses, teachers, and psychologists, are
not only affected by, but deeply involved in, the digital-
isation project. Social workers with administrative posi-
tions, often called controllers, a title borrowed from the
economic sector, are employed to carry out ‘digital ac-
counting’, instead of working with clients (cf. Martinell
Barfoed, 2018).
Digital changes evoke reactions; one example is the
introduction of decision-making robots in a few Swedish
social services (and many more planned), for persons
seeking economic support. On the one hand, this devel-
opment has made skeptical social workers quit their jobs
in protest. On the other hand, the robots are defended as
less time-consuming (Svensson & Larsson, 2017); provid-
ing time for better targeted client work—helping where
help is needed. However, digital work, in general, has
not been regarded as a time-saver: human service profes-
sionals, for example doctors, nurses, teachers, psychol-
ogists, and social workers, have voiced their concerns
about less time spent with patients and clients andmore
time spent reporting statistics and filling in forms (exam-
ples regarding social work include: Abramowitz & Zelnick,
2015; Baines, 2006; Gillingham, 2016; Gillingham &
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Humphreys, 2010; Hjärpe, 2017; Lauri, 2016; White,
Hall, & Peckover, 2009; White, Wastell, Broadhurst, &
Hall, 2010).
Digital documentation systems have consequences
at different levels. Skillmark (2018) argues that increased
standardisation is a way for social workers to seek le-
gitimacy as well as claiming jurisdiction, and hence, to
increase professionalism. At the managerial level, guid-
ing, controlling, and measuring how professionals per-
form their work are central features (Rogowski, 2011).
However, the digital changes also have consequences for
how the daily work is conducted, for example, how the
interaction between the social worker and the clients
unfolds, and how collaboration with colleagues and pa-
perwork is organised (Jacobsson & Martinell Barfoed,
in press; Martinell Barfoed, 2018). Timmermans and
Epstein (2010) noted that there are few empirical studies
about the consequences of standardisation in the pub-
lic sector and, therefore, propose an empirical bottom-
up approach to shed light on this phenomenon. This
relative lack of empirically grounded research also in-
cludes digitalisation.
Based on a digitally producedpaper-client used in the
Swedish social services, the aim of the article is to reflect
upon how clients in social work are constructed, when
forms and questionnaires are part of everyday practice.
The example sheds light on how a computer software
program is transforming binary data from a standard-
ised interview into a storyline. Thus, the data are mod-
elled into a written story by the computer. The resulting
story can be described as a “digital client”. Prior (2003)
has proposed that documents should be regarded as car-
riers: when analysing documentation systems, it is not
sufficient to focus on the content—attention also needs
to be given to the context of its production (Bowker &
Star, 1999; Prior, 2003). In this article, the context refers
to the actions surrounding the standardised assessment
tool Addiction Severity Index (ASI). More specifically, one
of its parts, the “computerised” storyline, is analysed and
some of the consequences are discussed.
1.1. A Changing Professional Context
The consequences and the challenges of the changes
in welfare services have been addressed at length and,
therefore, are only briefly mentioned here. The organi-
sational changes brought about by New Public Manage-
ment (Hood, 1995), including the outsourcing of welfare,
privatisation, and fine-grained economic steering, are
often proposed to explain this drive. Another explana-
tion is the push for evidence-based human service work
(Sackett et al., 1996). Digitalisation and standardisation
tie in well with how the welfare state is currently guid-
ing human service work. Quantification, or governing by
numbers (Rose, 1991), is part of the changes in, for exam-
ple, social work, where the national authorities are mak-
ing professionals accountable for their work, resulting in
monitoring and detailed guidance and reporting of how
well the work is performed. This development is said to
produce management bureaucracies (Hall, 2012), where
local answers (statistic production, outcome reporting,
etc.) to national questions (“How are you performing?”),
take a lot of time.
Social workers have been rather reluctant to see
the potential of the digital technology of a later
date, for example, information communication systems
(Devlieghere, 2017). While some are in favour of this
digital development, others raise their concerns about
a more bureaucratic and instrumental social work (e.g.,
Abramowitz & Zelnick, 2015; Baines, 2006; Gillingham,
2016; Gillingham & Humphreys, 2010; Hjärpe, 2017;
Lauri, 2016; White et al., 2009). In an ethnographic child-
care study in England and Wales, where the Integrated
Children’s System (ICS) was investigated, White et al.
(2010) found that the social workers reported spending
between 60% and 80% of their working time at the com-
puter, not counting travelling time and meetings (con-
firmed by observations).
Whether social workers are reluctant with regards
to digitalisation or not does not seem like the impor-
tant question today—the digital information systems
are spread in social work worldwide (e.g., Devlieghere,
2017; Gillingham, 2011; Munro, 2005; Parton, 2008). In
Sweden, the first wave started in the late 1990s, where
standardised assessment instruments like the ASI were
introduced on a small scale, after cooperation between
national authorities, implementation researchers and
computer experts. Risk assessment tools and other dig-
ital decision-making templates and formulas then fol-
lowed, many of them shaped after international models,
but others being nationally constructed.
The second digital wave is still in the making. To-
day more comprehensive classification systems are in-
troduced, with a wider scope. One example is The
Classification of Health and Functioning (ICF), published
by the World Health Organization in 2001 (a 276-pages-
long catalogue of classifications), which is proposed to be
used in varied settings (WHO, 2001). The use of the ICF
has been studied in Swedish socialwork—it turnedout to
be difficult to adjust individual service user’s needs to the
fixed format of the ICF (Jacobsson & Martinell Barfoed,
in press, pp. 83–84). Achieving answers to the questions
was not a straightforward process, but rather an interac-
tional accomplishment. The attention lied heavily on the
template, demonstrating the authority of the document
(cf. Zimmerman, 2016).
In Sweden, digital tools and classification systems
in use are often based on international models. Some-
times a slight adaption is needed; for example, a ques-
tion about snuff (widely used in Sweden) in the ASI ques-
tionnaire, had to be slightly modified by the National
Board of Health and Welfare. Locally constructed digi-
tal tools are also found in the “Methods guide”, where
social workers can pick and choose among existing digi-
tal decision-support tools (National Board of Health and
Welfare, 2018).
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The changing professional context in social work not
only has bearing on how social work is performed but
also poses theoretical challenges. In an ethnographic
study of social work in Australia, Gillingham (2016) found
that standardised techniques shape the user and that the
actions following the digital changes—digital reporting,
extended paperwork, and standardised meetings over
pre-formulated questionnaires—change how the social
workers conduct their work and even think. By using a
similar logic, we can presume that the professional tools
and working methods utilised influence how the client
is presented and constructed in investigations and case
files. Hence, the form itself can be regarded as a car-
rier that transforms, in this case, social work practice (cf.
Prior, 2003). Gillingham’s conclusion can seem overly de-
terministic. Harold Garfinkel (1967a) ironically reminded
us that people are not “dopes” and may act even under
constraining structures. Research in social work demon-
strates that creative strategies are used even when strict
standardised routines are supposed to be followed. Björk
(2016) noted how social workers act when conflicting in-
terests arise between a standardised protocol and more
acute client needs. The client is often found to have the
upper hand when this occurs. In a study in England, sim-
ilar strategies were used. The individual social worker
sometimes added comments in a more narrative style
in the margins of the standardised formulas they were
filling in (White et al., 2009). The standardised form is
sometimes presented as being easier to use, guiding the
social worker with a fixed set of boxes to tick. However,
a Swedish study found that it is not always possible to
be “creatively professional”. The standardised form is at
times difficult to answer and the social worker and the
client put a lot of effort into asking and answering the
questions (Martinell Barfoed, 2018).
Lipsky (1980) called public administrators, like so-
cial workers, street-level bureaucrats, using their discre-
tionary power when conducting their work, squeezed
in between organisational and professional considera-
tions. Bovens and Zouridis (2002) foresaw that the in-
formation and communication technology would turn
the street-level bureaucrat into a system-level bureau-
crat while handling the demands of (digital) information
systems. They argued that three groups of employees
would benefit from this development: (1) system design-
ers and legal policy staff, (2) the managerial level; and
(3) public information officers, informing and handling in-
formation and complaints. Similar tendenciesmay be ob-
served in Swedish social work: In an ethnographic study
in the social services, by Jacobsson andMartinell Barfoed
(in press), new administrative positions, like controllers
(with a social work degree) and data specialists, were
found to be key players in the digital work conducted at
the social services. In addition, they were often strategi-
cally placed close to the managerial level, thus giving a
certain status to the new positions, compared to tradi-
tional social work.
1.2. Producing People
The analysis draws on two related theoretical perspec-
tives. James A. Holstein’s (1992) analytical framework
has been helpful in showing how human service pro-
fessionals are actively shaping and constructing their
clients, or “producing people”. Another theoretical view-
point more specifically sheds light on how written
forms and templates are influencing professional prac-
tice (e.g., Gillingham, 2016; Gillingham & Humphreys,
2010; Gubrium, Buckholdt, & Lynott, 1989; McLean &
Hoskin, 1998; White et al., 2009). Both perspectives are
founded in the sociology of knowledge and social con-
structionism, where “facts” are not regarded as stable
and definite, but instead are constructed or “worked up”
at any given time and in any context (Berger & Luckmann,
1966; Smith, 1974). In some empirical examples given in
this article, constructing “out-there-ness” (Potter, 1997)
is a way to handle the standardised formula. This can
be done in different ways. One is to avoid embarrassing
questions, by blaming them on the national authorities
or an unknown producer. Another is, as we will see, to
openly complain about a difficult or “strange” question
during the interview; questions that can cause problems
to both the interviewer and the interviewee (Martinell
Barfoed, 2018).
Holstein expands on Yeheskel Hasenfeld’s (1972) and
Jeffrey M. Prottas’s (1979) concept of people-processing.
Hasenfeld and Prottas alike analyse and theorise on how
people are processed in human service organisations
and how this is accomplished: citizens becoming clients
during this process (Prottas, 1979, p. 163). Holstein
(1992) argues that people are notmerely processed (pas-
sively), but rather they interact (actively) with the organ-
isation and its representatives. Hence, the individual is
not only processed within the constraints of a given in-
stitution but is actively constructed during this process.
The individual does not have a fixed and stable iden-
tity when entering the institution; instead, identities are
formed during the everyday actions and interactions tak-
ing place. Holstein stressed the importance of language
in this production and proposed that the descriptions
and narratives circulating in any professional discourse
produce the client (Holstein, 1992). This “people produc-
tion” is situated, that is performed during the daily ac-
tivities at the institution. In the digital age, people pro-
duction can be explored in different ways. In this arti-
cle, some empirical examples are given to highlight and
reflect upon a computerised digital story, which has en-
tered Swedish social work in recent years.
When a document is empirically investigated, instead
of finding an insignificant piece of paper, Prior (2003)
finds a carrier with an impact on how professional prac-
tice is formed. For example, seemingly trivial and sim-
ple questions and answers cannot be taken out of con-
text; the “facts and information” produced in social work
are embedded in contextual factors, for example, com-
plex life experiences, narratively arranged in personal
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stories, or written in notes and documents. After exten-
sive ethnographic research in the USA, Gubrium et al.
(1989), found that forms are highly influential in profes-
sional practice. Thus, completed forms are not simply a
report of “what happened”; the report of any action is
transformed when the form specifies what is to be filled
in (White et al., 2009). McLean and Hoskin (1998) argue
that forms and templates, instead of being objective, af-
fect outcomes through their handling and the choices
that are made when using them. They suggested that
there are multiple influences involved in creating stan-
dards, with different agendas (cf. Bowker & Star, 1999);
however, this tends to be ignored and the instruments
are thought to be objective. Lampland and Star (2009)
have elaborated upon the tension between visibility and
invisibility in standardisation. On the one hand, the stan-
dardised form is something highly material, with a fixed
set of questions and answers, and step-by-step manu-
als guiding how to use them. On the other hand, the
background of their production is obscured. Important
choices, negotiations, disputes, and power plays among
the persons involved, in the often tedious work creating
them, are not known to the users—to them, the stan-
dard is presented as “a fact producing facts” (Lampland
& Star, 2009). The “plain-fact”-status and authority docu-
ments that are given in a public welfare agency often con-
trast with the skepticism the applicant’s verbal claims are
met with (Zimmerman, 2016). White et al. (2009) found
that forms restrict social workers from providing more
fluent descriptions; instead, the picture is restrained,
and ambiguous and competing versions are suppressed.
Gillingham (2016) even argued that standardised assess-
ments “configure” the social worker and how the client
is represented. At the same time, the circumstances of
their production are often invisible. During fieldwork, it
was found that neither the clients, nor the social workers,
had knowledge of how the standard came about, as well
as the work and negotiations behind them (Jacobsson &
Martinell Barfoed, in press).
Standardisation has a long history in society
(Cicourel, 1964). Studies of standardisation-in-interac-
tion (Maynard & Schaeffer, 2006) analyse the perfor-
mance of the standard, the actions and interactions of
the parties involved. Critics have found that the rigidities
of standardisation lead to awkward or even bizarre in-
teractions (Cicourel, 1964; Houtkoop-Steenstra, 2000;
Martinell Barfoed, 2018; Suchman & Jordan, 1990).
When standards on a large scale are introduced in so-
cial work it is important to study different aspects of
how standardisation fits into their work, for example,
how the standards are launched by national authorities
(Jacobsson & Martinell Barfoed, 2012).
One example of how children are “made and man-
aged” in social work is given in an ethnographic study
from England. Peckover, White and Hall (2010, s. 381) ex-
plored how an e-assessment system for children was im-
plemented and found both technical and moral dimen-
sions concerning its use. The technical issues included
“the production of inaccurate data, poor searching tech-
niques, and issues associated with accessing or using
computers”. In addition, moral dimensions were inher-
ent; when information was shared by professionals in
child welfare, judgements about what constituted a con-
cern about a child, consent, security, and accountabil-
ity, surfaced.
2. Empirical Examples: Background
In the article, standardised and digitised tools used
by social workers in decision making are highlighted.
The use of other important digital devices embedded
in institutional organisations, such as social media, e-
mails, and smartphones, are left out, even though they
are also members of the digital family (cf. Svensson &
Larsson, 2017).
For this analysis I use empirical examples from a
study on standardisation in social work as a point of de-
parture; the examples were chosen because of their dig-
ital embeddedness. In the first example, a digital client
story—“Data-Dennis”—is produced by a software pro-
gram using binary data in a standardised form (ASI).
In the research project, the standardised assessment
form ASI was studied between 2010 and 2013. Partici-
pants were observed during 12 tape-recorded ASI inter-
views. The interviews were regarded as naturally occur-
ring talk and as an interactive accomplishment (Garfinkel
& Sacks, 1986; for more detail see Martinell Barfoed,
2018). In addition, interviews with social workers, clients
and computer system developers were conducted at pro-
bation offices and at the social services. In this research
project “sitting-in” (Jacobsson, 2016) during the ASI inter-
view gave important field notes, in addition to the tape-
recording of the interaction between the social worker
and the client.
In the final part of the research project, digitalisa-
tionwas changing social work inmanyways, for example,
private companies were offering digital support to so-
cial services. To understand more about the digital data
support, qualitative interviews were conductedwith two
IT-workers, owners of a company licensed to handle the
ASI-data from the local authorities (Martinell Barfoed,
2018). During the interviews, conducted by a colleague
and me, the computer workers gave an example of a dig-
ital innovation: a software program transforming the bi-
nary data from the ASI interview into a digital storyline.
At first, we thought the fictitious written document given
to us, named “Dennis”, was an example of what the com-
puter could do. A couple of years later, it turns out that
most Swedish local authorities use this software program
(as per a telephone contact with IT worker 2, Decem-
ber 2018). Therefore, it is interesting to reflect upon this
rather reversed way of handling client data (and clients)
in social work: on the basis of the questionnaire data,
the software program turns binary codes into a narra-
tive for the social worker to copy into the investigation.
To better understand the data that Dennis’s story is built
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upon, an empirical example fromone of the interviews in
the ASI-project is given. The example is chosen to match
Dennis’s storyline. We begin with a short description of
the ASI.
2.1. The ASI: A Digital Tool
The ASI is called a standardised assessment “instru-
ment” and it is well-known globally (McLellan, Cacciola,
Alterman, Rikoon, & Carise, 2006). In Sweden, 70% of
the clients in addiction treatment within the social ser-
vices have been subject to the ASI interview (Lundgren
et al., 2012). Originally, the ASI was designed for mea-
suring the effects of alcohol and drug use, starting in the
mid-1960s, and first aimed at Vietnam veterans in volun-
tary care (McLellan et al., 2006).
The ASI consists of four different parts: (1) a basic
ASI interview between a social worker and a client, (2) a
follow-up interview between a social worker and a client,
(3) reporting the data to a database (social worker), and
(4) transforming the binary data into a storyline (com-
puter). The basic interview is a questionnaire consist-
ing of 180 questions. In a personal interview, the so-
cial worker asks the questions and the client answers.
The aim is to investigate and measure addiction habits
and identify needs and risks. A given set of life areas
are worked through, in the following order: (1) physical
health, (2) work and income, (3) alcohol use, (4) drug
use, (5) family and socialising, (6) problems with the law,
and (7) mental health issues (National Board of Health
and Welfare, 2014). Most questions are answered with
“yesses” and “nos” in “tick-boxes”. The problems are then
graded by the client as well as the social worker. The
social worker then chooses the final gradings in the dif-
ferent life areas. The second part of the ASI, a shorter
follow-up interview, is conducted six to eight months af-
ter the basic interview. As the aim of the ASI is to mea-
sure drug habits and life situation, the second interview
is important as a point of reference. However, this follow-
up interview has turned out to be difficult to accomplish.
When the laboratory logic of the ASI meets the logic of
care, the latter often has the upper hand (Björk, 2016).
The social worker has to adapt to the client and acute sit-
uations must be solved. The ASI-questionnaire becomes
a second priority when, for example a client is hospi-
talised or homeless. Therefore, lower usage of the follow-
up interview is reported (Björk, 2016).Björk, 2016 In the
third part of the ASI, the data produced from the inter-
views are reported to a national database, managed by
a private company, where the Swedish local authorities
have paid access to different support tools. Finally, the
fourth step is when the computer, after the social worker
has entered the binary data by using a software program,
transforms the results from the ASI interview into a com-
puterised storyline.
The ASI is supposed to provide different answers,
such as individual needs of care, data at an organisational
level, and aggregated data at a national level. The data
can also, after obtaining written permission from the
local authorities, be used for research (National Board
of Health and Welfare, 2014). The ASI is an example
of the “multifunctionality” of the digital tools entering
public service organisations (Mäkitalo & Säljö, 2002). In
a Swedish study of a categorisation system for the un-
employed, Mäkitalo and Säljö (2002) find that categori-
sation serves diverse functions at different levels. The
needs of the individual client, organisational demands,
statistics to be filled out, etc. Different agendas were
linked to the different actors involved. The professionals
were well aware of this complexity, and therefore, when
the clients were categorised into fixed categories, they
were reflexively juggling the diverse demands and the
consequences of their choice of category. The authors
conclude that categorisation practices are hidden, that
is, not visible to the public, but that they are still central
features when social facts are produced.
3. Analysis and Discussion
In this part, two empirical examples are presented and
analysed to illustrate the consequences of the digi-
tised documentation practices. First, a short background
about the design of the computer-generated narrative
is given. Second, a computer-generated narrative is pre-
sented, analysed, and discussed. Third, interactional
data from an ASI interview shows how the question and
answer-interaction unfolds to shed light on what kind of
data the computer-generated narrative is built upon.
3.1. A Computer-Generated Narrative Is Designed
An early problem, which initially gave the Swedish na-
tional authorities launching the ASI difficulties, was to
motivate social workers to use the results from the ASI
interview in their investigations. The results, given in bi-
nary codes (1s and 0s), were difficult to use in the narra-
tively structured investigation, therefore social workers
were somewhat reluctant in feeding the data into the
ASI-database (Björk, 2016). Traditionally, the story has
had a strong hold in social work discourse (cf. Hall, 1997).
It turned out that the figures did not match the investi-
gation format and the social workers in this sense had
“good reasons” for “bad practice”. (cf. Garfinkel, 1967b)
The problem had to be addressed. A software program
was designed, by two Swedish ASI-pioneers. The pro-
gram turned the codes into a storyline, to meet the need
for a more human-like narrative that better served the
social work investigation. One of the computer develop-
ers explains in an interview:
The ASI interview itself is…you fill in 1s and 0s and so
on. Then, in the ASI-net [a database where the results
are fed in after the interview] you get a fluent narra-
tive. So, if you fill in: “Man, 32 years old, Peter”, the
narrative will say: “Peter is 32 years old, and comes
from Stockholm” etc., etc. (IT worker 1, May 2012)
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This computer-generated storylinewas designed tomake
the use of the results of the ASI interviewmore attractive
for the social workers. The colleague explains:
[The social workers] want to get this text compila-
tion that they are using in the ongoing investigation.
You know, there is always an investigation going on
in Procapita or TreServa or The Umbrella, whatever it
[the system] is called. And this text compilation has
to be written. It must be part of the investigation,
so….Today, the ASI-net [more exact, a particular pro-
gram in this database] spits out a text, and they can
almost momentarily “copy and paste” the story into
the investigation. (IT worker 2, May 2012)
The computer-generated storyline is depicted in Figure 1.
The figure demonstrates how the clients’ personal “data”
is “tick-boxed” into binary codes (1s and 0s) in the ques-
tionnaire and then ideally, as a second step, is fed into
the ASI-net (National Board of Health andWelfare, 2014).
Using the program developed by the Swedish computer
system designers, the binary codes are transformed into
a human-like narrative.
3.2. Dennis: A Digital Client
A fictitious example of a computer-generated storyline il-
lustrates the story type that is produced by the computer.
The prototypical example is Dennis, a 30-year-old-male,
whose story was created in order to make the social
workers more willing to feed the results into the ASI-net.
Below, a part of the story is presented (the full story
was two pages long). His personal “data” (that is, what
he chooses to tell the social worker) is transformed into
codes in a “tick-box” questionnaire. The social worker
then feeds the figures into a specific database and the
computer “spits out” the story. The “life area” in the
following example from the ASI-questionnaire is called
“Family and Socializing” (authors’ translation). The com-
puter narrates:
Dennis’s marital status for 5 years is cohabiting. He
is both satisfied and dissatisfied with this situation.
He has lived with his partner and children for 5 years
and is both pleased and displeased with this. They
have children of their own. They are expecting a child.
Dennis does not live with someone who abuses al-
cohol or drugs. He spends most of his spare time
with family and loved ones who do not have cur-
rent alcohol- or drug problems. He is happy to spend
leisure time in this way.
The story is told in the third person perspective and the
classic narrative is used as a format. However, the com-
puterised narrative lacks the characteristics of human
narration, which makes it appear rather awkward. The
resulting narrative appearsmechanical and seems impos-
sible to copy-and-paste into the social work investigation
without narrative editing (cf. Holstein & Gubrium, 2000).
This short story is interesting in several ways. First,
the language used by Data-Dennis is highly reminiscent
of a bureaucratic discourse. The language is constructed
to fit into a social work investigation, where impartiality
and objectivity are central features (cf. Ponnert, 2015).
However, it is rather difficult to understand what Dennis
is trying to explain. A somewhat ambivalent discourse
unfolds: “He is both satisfied and dissatisfied with this
situation” and he “is both pleased and displeased with”
his family life, gives a fragmented and confusing under-
standing of Dennis’ family situation, and the story, in this
unedited form, raises more questions than are being an-
swered. As it stands, it is not possible to use in an ongoing
investigationwithout changing the discourse. An anecdo-
tal example gives an indication as to how social workers
handle these narrative problems.While I was giving a lec-
ture in the spring of 2015, an experienced social worker
and ASI-user came forward and explained how he man-
aged similar ambiguities: “You just change the text here
and there, so it sounds more realistic”, he explained. The
example shows that creative strategies are needed to hu-
manise the digital voice. A de-computerisation is needed
•• Client
•• Client
•• Social worker
•• Tick box data
•• Fed into the ASI-net
      and processed
      by the computer
Personal data
ASI-interview
Computer-generated
storyline
Figure 1. Transformation of the client story into a computer-generated storyline.
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to make the story pass as a human narrative (Jacobsson
& Martinell Barfoed, in press). As this software program
is a central part of the ASI data support (as per a tele-
phone interview on December 2018), it is likely that sim-
ilar strategies are used by social workers using the pro-
gram. Human editing is needed to soften the bluntness
of the computerised storyline.
The example has other interesting dimensions. Aas
(2004) found that a database-logic has a strong hold on
society today, and that digitalisation and standardisation
are parts of this endeavour. Concepts like facts and in-
formation change social work discourse. The personal
story, with its well-known signs of human narration, for
example, hesitations, contradictions, and complexities
are reduced to “facts” in a questionnaire. Instead of the
clients’ stories being produced during social interaction,
with the clients’ experience and voice as a point of de-
parture, standardised discourse appears reduced and de-
tached (Parton, 2008). The description of the client be-
comes fact-like, with ambiguities and restrained alter-
native versions. In this sense, facts are worked up and
personal points of view and accounts, which are impor-
tant for decision-making, run the risk of being left un-
heard (Martinell Barfoed, 2018). In addition, the results
of these kinds of assessment instruments—the figures,
scales, and numbers being produced—make the client’s
life appear fragmented and decontextualised from the
complex factors affecting our lives (cf. Peckover et al.,
2010). For example, the pre-fabricated questions with
set life areas do not take structural circumstances into
consideration (Herz, 2012).
People in contact with social services are trans-
formed into data that are assembled in different ways,
based on current trends in human service organisations.
The individual, like Data-Dennis, is transformed into a vir-
tual data double (Haggerty & Ericson, 2000), a human-
machine product with a virtual identity. Lash (2002) de-
scribed how society is increasingly leaving the linear
story to focus on facts and information and this may
change how meaning is shaped. Aas (2004) claimed that
the database as a cultural form differs from the narra-
tive. The database logic affects how identities are estab-
lished and impacts how knowledge is defined. For exam-
ple, facts and information in the database are not nec-
essarily linked but can be put together and picked apart
for the purpose at hand (also called “data fusion”, see
Manovich, 2013, pp. 330–340). While the database logic
might be the preferred form for policymakers collecting
statistics, trying to get a “big picture”, narratives from
face-to-face interaction appear to be more helpful in in-
dividual decision-making (Martinell Barfoed, 2018).
3.3. Patrick: An Interactional Example
To demonstrate how the interaction unfolds during a pas-
sage in the ASI interview that matches Dennis’ storyline,
an example is given: Patrick is 25 years old and awaiting
trial for growing cannabis. We meet at the probation of-
fice, where a male social worker in his 60s is asking the
questions, under the heading “Family and Socializing” in
the ASI-questionnaire. The social worker has just asked a
rather complicated question about Patrick’s marital sta-
tus, and after a rather long negotiation about how to in-
terpret the question, Patrick summarises:
Patrick: Put 4 [years] and 4 [months].
Social worker: [the pen rasping] Are you satisfied with
this situation? You can answer: No, yes, or both.
Patrick: [hesitates] I am satisfied.
Socialworker: You are satisfied [looks downandwrites
in the form].
Patrick:Well, it’s not that I wasn’t satisfied when I was
living together [in an earlier relationship].
Social worker: [looks up] No, but you are not discon-
tent with your present situation? [Patrick shakes his
head] No. OK. Well...the questions are a bit tricky at
times. Sometimes I don’t know how to interpret a
question, like in this case. How are you supposed to in-
terpret a certain question? In some cases, you have to
reason forwhat seems to be themost sensible answer.
Patrick: Yes.
Social worker: This is why I sometimes hesitate...like
in this case, you see. Because it [the question] is not
crystal clear.
The excerpt above demonstrates that the interaction be-
tween social worker and client is not straightforward. For
example, the social worker’s affirmation “You are sat-
isfied”, is by Patrick interpreted more like a question:
“Are you (really) satisfied?” and Patrick seems obliged
to account for his experiences in an earlier relation-
ship. These kinds of affirmations are common in stan-
dardised interaction: by repeating the answer, the in-
terviewer reassures that the answer is understood cor-
rectly (Houtkoop-Steenstra, 2000). In the last part of the
example, the social worker departs from the standard-
ised script and goes “off-track”. The complaints from the
social worker can be interpreted in different ways: as a
way of “softening” and humanising the rather blunt in-
teraction, with its unbalanced power relations, in front
of the audience (Patrick and researcher), as well as a way
of demonstrating that the interviewer is not a “dope”.
When making the meta-comments, stepping out of the
scripted “on-track” questions (that is, not following the
protocol as intended) the social worker uses his discre-
tion (Lipsky, 1980). “Off-track” comments proved to be
pervasive in the ASI interviews. In this sense, standard-
ised interaction has conversational qualities (Houtkoop-
Steenstra, 2000).
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Houtkoop-Steenstra (2000) finds that the question-
naire, to a high degree, is an interactional achievement
and that it is situationally accomplished. The interaction
between Patrick and the social worker also shows that
the standardised interview, to a large extent, unfolds in
collaboration. Apart from the power imbalances built
into the standardised interview, the social worker and
the client both struggle to solve difficulties along theway,
be it questions that are difficult to understand or interac-
tional troubles (see Martinell Barfoed, 2018).
By this example of face-to-face interaction, we get a
picture of how the interaction preceding Dennis’ com-
puterised storyline can unfold. We learn that each part
of the ASI-tool has its characteristics, which affect the
people-production process, i.e., the final description of
an individual client and his or her life situation and possi-
ble needs. One missing part in this article is how the so-
cial worker enters the binary data into the ASI database.
The interaction between the social worker and the com-
puter can shed light on important choices made, affect-
ing the outcome, the digital story. An ethnographic study,
shadowing every part of the ASI-chain with “real cases”
would give a more thorough picture of the ASI as a digi-
tal tool. Still, as a prototype, Data-Dennis is an interesting
example of new ways to construct a social work client in
the digital era.
4. Conclusion
Digital infrastructures, where data can be collected and
compared, are embraced by policymakers and state au-
thorities to develop and update the welfare state. How-
ever, as Timmermans and Epstein (2010) argue, the con-
sequences of standardisation are not yet fully known,
and intended goals often bring along unintended results.
Ivarsson Westerberg (2004) provides three explanations
as to why these administrative changes have a strong
hold on the public sector: (1) the possibility to docu-
ment (the technical development), (2) government re-
quirements and guidelines to document have bearing
on the changes (“the audit society”, says Power, 1997),
and (3) the will to use these documentation systems, are
important factors in their successful implementation. Al-
though human service professions complain about digi-
tal documentation taking time from patients and service
users, there are benefits that comewith the changes. Be-
ing on the digital front line, and appearing to get a higher
professional status, can make it difficult to be critical to
digital innovations and how they fit into social work (cf.
Jacobsson & Martinell Barfoed, 2016).
Data-Dennis, instead of giving a “human impression”,
rather appears as a “digital dope” (paraphrasing Harold
Garfinkel’s concept). In the example, personal story-
telling is transformed into a digital narrative, where the
border between technique and man is blurred and chal-
lenged. The right to formulate a personal story in the indi-
vidual’s own words is lost, which make it sound peculiar
and de-humanised. When digital classification and stan-
dardised assessments are used in professional practices
like social work, newquestions need to be addressed and
answered: How is decision-making affected by the stan-
dardised stories entering social work? How is the client
represented? Where do the challenges and possibilities
lie? More empirical studies are needed to analyse digital
era tools.
As discussed in this article, not only the form, but
also language is affected by the database logic: the vo-
cabulary itself is influenced by standardisation. In the
computer-generated story, an ambiguous discourse was
detected. This discourse needed narrative editing to pass
as a “meaningful human story”. Every language format
has linguistic restrictions and narrative discourse is not an
exception. For example, personal stories, such as success
stories and stories with a happy ending, are often cultur-
ally preferred;while others, like narratives of social failure,
are less attractive (Hydén, 1995). The examples presented
and analysed here demonstrate how a standardised client
is produced. The result is a client whose human voice is
effaced and represented by the voice of the computer.
Without jumping to hasty conclusions, this is a rather re-
markable change in a profession where empathy and eth-
ical considerations are paramount (Trevithick, 2012).
Finally, the personal story does not give direct access
to an “inner truth” and should by no means be roman-
ticised. However, history shows that “telling your own
story” can be as important for the individual as for groups
of individuals. Plummer (1995) even regards the telling of
personal stories as a human right. In social work, the per-
sonal story, in all its messiness and constructiveness, is
a given starting point for professional social work. Stan-
dardisers of social work need to take this into considera-
tion so that information technology, instead of being “a
self-sealing belief system powered by magical thinking”
(White et al., 2010, p. 416) is carefully constructed in col-
laboration with social workers and their clients.
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